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In this paper a form of the Lindeberg condition appropriate for martingale 
differences is used to obtain asymptotic normality of statistics for regression 
and autoregression. The regression model is y, = Bz, + v,. The unobserved error 
sequence {v,} is a sequence of martingale differences with conditional covariance 
matrices {Z,} and satisfying supI =,,...,n 8{v;v,l(v;v,>a) 1 z,,v,-~,z,-~ ,... }-%O 
as a --+ co. The sample covariance of the independent variables zr , . . . . z,, is assumed 
to have a probability limit M, constant and nonsingular; max,, l,...,n z;z,/n -% 0. 
If (l/n) x:= r Z, -% Z, constant, then ,/% vet(E), - B) -% N(0, M-' @Z) and 
e,L Z. The autoregression model is x, = Bx,- 1 + v, with the maximum absolute 
value of the characteristic roots of B less than one, the above conditions on 
Ivtly and Uln)Z=,,,l,,,,+t (X,@v,-,-,v;_,-,)A 6,(I:@E), where 6,* is 
the Kronecker delta. Then & vet@, - B) -% iV(0, r-' BE), where r = 
~:,"=oBT(B')". 0 1992 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Regression coefficients and autoregression coefficients are often used 
when the random disturbances are not normally distributed, are not 
homoscedastic, and may not be independent over observations. In this 
paper we obtain the asymptotic distributions of these quantities in the mul- 
tivariate case under extremely weak conditions. We base our development 
on a central limit theorem for martingale differences. 
The classic central limit theorem is for independent identically dis- 
tributed scalar random variables xi, x2, . . . . ,/% 2,s N(0, a*) as n + co if 
dxi = 0 and 8x: = a*; here X, = x1= i x,/n is the mean of the first n obser- 
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vations. The requirement that the variables be identically distributed can be 
dropped. For bxj = 0 and 6’~; = ~2, 
where 
5;= i a;, 
i=l 
if for any given E > 0 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
as 12 + co. Here Z( .) is the indicator function. If af/ri + 0 as n --) co, then 
(1.1) implies (1.3); in this sense the Lindeberg [ll] condition (1.3) is 
minimal. 
The condition of independence can be weakened to a condition of mar- 
tingale differences. A very general theorem, which we shall use, has been 
given by Dvoretzky [S]. For justification of later theorems we state this 
result in terms of a triangular array of random variables (and include a 
normalization in the definition of the random variables). 
DVORETZKY THEOREM [ 53. Let x,,, , . . . . x,, be a set of random variables 
and FnO c PHI c . . . c FE,, be a set of a-fields, n = 1,2, .,., such that x,,~ is 
F~i-measurable, 
b(xfij ( Yn,,- 1) = 0 





jIl di p, a2 (1.6) 
as n --) CO, where a2 is constant, and for any given E > 0, 
i ~[x~jz(x~j>&) 1 R,jp,]“* 0. (1.7) 
I=1 
Then 
f xnjA N(0, a’). 
I=1 
(1.8) 
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Generalizations have been given in Section 3.2 of Hall and Heyde [6] 
and Section 9.5 of Chow and Teicher [4]. Further references can be found 
in these books. See also Helland [S]. 
In this paper we consider the estimation of the matrix of regression 
coefftcients B in the model 
yt = Bz, + v,r t = 1, 2, . ..) (1.9) 
where yt is an observable vector-valued dependent variable, z, is an 
observable vector-valued independent variable, and v, is an unobservable 
vector-valued martingale difference; that is, the conditional expected value 
of v, given earlier observed y:s and zI’s is 0. The conditional second-order 
moments of the V~‘S are finite, but not necessarily the same for all t. 
However, the v,‘s satisfy a kind of Lindeberg condition or conditional 
uniform square integrability condition. The “independent” variables z, are 
assumed to have a sample covariance matrix that converges to a limit in 
probability and satisfy a kind of asymptotic negligibility condition. It is 
shown that the least squares estimator of B has an asymptotic distribution 
that is the same as in the case that the v,‘s are independent and normal 
with mean 0 and constant covariance matrix. Thus the disturbances do not 
need to be homoscedastic nor do they need to be independent. The relaxed 
conditions are particularly important when the observed z,‘s and yI’s 
constitute a time series. 
In the autoregressive model, which is extensively used in time series 
analysis, 
x~=Bx~-~ +v f, t = 1, 2, . ..) (1.10) 
the vector z, is replaced by x,_ i. The conditions on the v,)s imply the 
desired conditions on the x,-~‘s. In Section 4 the mixed model is con- 
sidered; the right-hand side may contain both lagged “dependent” variables 
and independent variables. 
If the disturbances in the regression model are normal, independent, and 
homoscedastic, and the independent variables are nonstochastic, the 
estimator of B has a normal distribution with expected value B and 
covariances determined by the common covariance matrix of the distur- 
bances; it follows that the asymptotic distribution is normal. The restriction 
of identical distributions was relaxed by Anderson [l] in Theorems 2.6.1 
and 2.6.2 under the condition that the disturbances are uniformly square 
integrable (but homoscedastic) and the condition that the sample 
covariance matrix of the independent variables have a nonsingular limit. 
Lai and Robbins [9] proved a theorem for a scalar dependent variable 
with independent identically distributed disturbances. Lai and Wei [lo] 
proved a similar theorem with martingale differences under the conditions 
that the moments of the disturbances of some order greater than 2 are 
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uniformly bounded and that the conditional variances of the disturbances 
converge to a constant a.s. Our approach follows these papers, but the con- 
ditions have been relaxed considerably. Chan and Wei [3] have used a 
Lindeberg condition for a special case of the autoregressive process. 
In the autoregression model the least squares estimator of B is nonlinear 
in the disturbances. Mann and Wald [12] showed that the asymptotic 
distribution of the estimator of B is normal under the condition that the 
disturbances are independently identically distributed and possess moments 
of all orders. Anderson [Z] showed that in this case only the second-order 
moments need to be finite. Hannan and Heyde [7] have obtained 
asymptotic normality in the scalar case when the disturbances are mar- 
tingale differences, but their conditions are much more restrictive than 
ours. A detailed comparison is given after Corollary 2. 
2. ASYMPTOTIC DISTRIBUTIONS OF REGRESSION COEFFTCIENTS 
The first theorem concerns regression coefficients in the model (1.9) 
when the disturbances are martingale differences satisfying a Lindeberg- 
type condition. 
THEOREM 1. Let {z,, vt}, t = 1, 2, . . . . be a sequence of pairs of random 
vectors, and let (%} be an increasing sequence of a-fields such that z, 
is @- ,-measurable and v, is e-measurable. Let the matrix D, be 
F0 -measurable such that 
D,’ i z,z;(D;)-’ P, C, (2.1) 
t=1 
a constant matrix, as n + 00, and 
max zi(D,Dk)-’ z, -% 0. 
t= l,...,n 
Suppose further that b(v, 1 E;- 1) = 0 a.s., J(v,v; ( q-I) = Et a.s., 
t$l ROD, ‘z,z;(D;)-‘1 P, COC, 
where 72 is a constant positive semidefinite matrix, and 
sup cW[v:v,l(vjvt > a) 1 *- ,] * 0 
as a-+ca. Then 
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Proof. The conclusion holds if 
tr D;’ i z,v;H = i v;HD; ‘z, 3 N(0, tr EHCH’) 
r=1 1=1 
for every H. Let u,~ = HD;‘z,, t = 1, . . . . n. Then 
i u,,u;, P, HCH’ = G, 
1=1 
say. We want to show that 
i I&V, 2 N(0, tr EG). 
1=1 
Condition (2.2) implies 
max uLfun, P, 0. 
1 = l,...,n 
Let 
writ = U”J( Ilunt II G E), t = 1, . ..) n, n = 1, 2, . . . . 
for arbitrary E > 0. Then I(w,, )I 6 E and 








Now we shall verify that x ,,* = w:,v, satisfy the conditions of Dvoretzky’s 
theorem. We have 
b(wL,v, 1 e- 1) = wL,b(v, I ZSb;- 1) = 0 as., 




by (2.3). Next consider for arbitrary 6 > 0 
+, Ilw,,112~{llvrl12~CIIvrl12 Ilw,,11*>~1 I %-I> 
< i llw,,l12 SUP 8 IIV II2 1 II II2 
1=1 s= 1,2,... 
{ s [ v, $1 I%-,]. (2.14) 
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Since C:= 1 (Iw,,,/(~ -% tr G for any E > 0 and the second factor on the 
right-hand side of (2.14) converges to 0 in probability as E + 0, we con- 
clude that A,(6) --% 0 as n --) co for any 6 > 0. Then Theorem 1 follows 
from the theorem in the introduction [S]. (See, also, Corollary 3.1 of Hall 
and Heyde [6] or Theorem 2, Section 9.5, of Chow and Teicher [4].) 1 
THEOREM 2. Let {vt} be a sequence of random vectors and let {%I be 
an increasing sequence of a-fields such that v, is E-measurable, 
dT(v, ( A@- ,) = 0 a.s., b(v,vj ( *- ,) =X, a.s., 
(2.15) 
constant, and 
i <cl &[vjv,Z(v:v, > n.3) I %- 1 1-C 0 (2.16) 
for any E > 0. Then 
(2.17) 
Proof If v, is scalar, the proof follows from Theorem 2.23 of Hall and 
Heyde [6] as indicated by Chan and Wei [3]. The theorem is then 
verified by taking arbitrary linear combinations of v,. 1 
THEOREM 3. For n observations on the model (1.9) define 
(2.18) 
(2.19) 
If the conditions of Theorem 1 hold with C nonsingular, then 
vec[(fi,-B)D,]~N(O,C’O~). (2.20) 
Zf, further, (2.15) holds, then 
I&*z (2.21) 
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Proof. The proof of (2.20) is a straightforward application of 
Theorem 1. The second term on the right-hand side of (2.19) is 
+B)Dn[D,’ f: z,z;(D;)-’ 1 [(ii,-B)D,]‘& 0 (2.22) I=1 
by (2.1) and (2.20). i 
The purpose of condition (2.2) is to assure asymptotic negligibility of 
z,v:. If the limit (2.1) is a.s., D;’ -PO a.s., and D,D;i, -+I a.s., then (2.2) 
holds and holds with probability 1 because 
IF+1 
D,-:l c z,z:(D.+J1-D,’ i: z,z;D,’ 
l=l t= 1 
n+l 
= D,‘z ~+Iz;+AD:,)-~+D;A c w;(D:,+,)-’ 
I=1 
nil 
-(D,‘Dn+J D;:l c zAW,+,)-’ (D,‘D,+,)’ 
I=1 1 
+O a.s. (2.23) 
Thus, llD;1z,+1/12-+0 a.s. and the proof of Lemma 2.6.1 in Anderson [ 11 
applies. 
A special case of {z,} is that of z, nonstochastic; then 
(l/n) CT= i z,z: -+ C implies max,= i ,_.,, n llz, 11 */n + 0. In particular, if D, is 
diagonal and the jth diagonal element of D, is the square root of the sum 
of squares of the jth elements of the zt’s, then D;’ x7= 1 z,z:(DA)-’ is the 
correlation matrix of zi, . . . . z,. Theorem 3 in this case is a relaxation of 
Theorems 2.6.1 and 2.6.2 of Anderson [ 11. 
The limit (2.2) is alternatively implied by a Lindeberg condition 
f 6{z;(DnD;)-’ z,Z[z;(D,D;)-’ z, > E] 1 GS- l} -5 0. (2.24) 
I=1 
See, for example, Hall and Heyde [6, p. 461. 
The condition (2.3) determines the limiting covariance matrix of 
D,’ C” t=, z,v:. If X:,-,X a.s., then (2.3) and (2.15) hold. If, further, (2.2) 
and (2.4) hold, then (2.5) holds. The homoscedastic case, 2;, = Z;, is 
included and also the case of Et nonstochastic. 
An important case of (zI} is that in which D, = & I; then 
D,‘C” 1=1 z,zj(DL)-’ = (l/n) C:=, z,z:; that is, this matrix is simply the 
sample covariance matrix for known mean 0. For easy reference we 
summarize the results in a corollary. 
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COROLLARY 1. Let {zI, v,} be a sequence of pairs of random vectors and 
let {q} be an increasing sequence of o-fields such that z, is e _ 1 -measurable 
and v, is %-measurable. Suppose 
a constant matrix, 
1 - max z:z,a 0, 
n t= I,...,~ 
&(v, ( E;- ,) = 0 a.s., &(v,v: I q2;- 1) = Xc, a.s., 
and (2.4) holds. Then 





if, further, M is nonsingular, then 
,,/kvec(B,-B)z N(0, M-‘@0X); (2.29) 
and if, further, (2.15) holds, then (2.21) holds. 
Condition (2.25) is equivalently (l/n) C:=, vet z,z: * vet M; (2.15) is 
equivalently (l/n) CT=, vet Et P, vet X; and (2.27) is equivalently 
vet E,(vec z,z:)’ -i i vet Et ; $, vet z,z, 
I=1 
‘)‘P, 0. (2.30) 
The condition (2.30) is that vet Xr and vet z,z; are asymptotically 
uncorrelated over t. Even if the X,‘s are nonstochastic and the z, are 
exogenous this condition is needed to obtain X@M as the covariance 
matrix of (i/h) vet C:, 1 z,v:. If (2.3) is relaxed so that the limit is an 
arbitrary positive semidefinite matrix A, then the matrix X@C in (2.5) is 
replaced by A and the matrix C-‘@X in (2.20) is replaced by 
(C-‘@I)A(C-‘@I). 
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3. ASYMPTOTIC DISTRIBUTIONS OF AUTOREGREWON COEFFICIENTS 
We now consider the autoregressive model (1.10). The form of (1.10) is 
(1.9) with z, replaced by x,- 1. We shall show that the least squares 
estimator of B based on x,,, . . . . x, has the asymptotic normal distribution 
of the least squares estimator in the regression case. In order to show the 
analogies to (2.1) and (2.2) we prove the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. If the characteristic roots of B are less than 1 in absolute value 
and if max,= 1 ,,__, n v:v,/n -% 0, then for x1, x1, . . . generated by (1.10) 
1 - max xi-ix,-,&O. 
n I= I,...,~ 
(3.1) 
Proof: For convenience define v0 = x0. Then 
t-1 
x,-l= 1 BSvI-,-S. (3.2) 
s=O 
t-1 f-1 
lb-Ill G c IIBS~t--I--sll G c IIWI . lb-I-sll, (3.3) 
s=O s=O 
We have 
where l\All = supw IIAxll/llxll for any matrix A. Then (3.3) implies 
-!- max IIL~II GL max IIv~-~II i 1lB”ll & t= l,...,n & ?.= l,...,n s=O 
(3.4) 
where I is the largest absolute value of the characteristic roots of B and q 
is a suitable constant. See Lemma 5 in the Appendix. Since the sum on the 
right-hand side of (3.4) is bounded, (3.1) follows. 1 
Note that (2.4) or (2.16) implies maxt=,,.,,,, Ilv,ll*/n~ 0. 
LEMMA 2. Let x1, x2, . . . be generated by (1.10). Let {%;I) be an 
increasing sequence of o-fields such that x, and v, are E-measurable. 
Suppose the characteristic roots of B are less than 1 in absolute value, 
b(v, I E- 1) =0 a.s., d(v,v; I e”;- 1) = 2=, a.s., (2.15) holds with C constant, 
and (2.4) holds. Define 
I- = 5 B”Z(B’)“. (3.5) 
s=O 
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Then (2.17) and (3.1) hold, 
i,!, v,x;- 1 p, 0, 
;,cl x,-,x:-G-+ r. 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
Proof: For some 8 > 0 define x,~ = v,~ = x,1( llxOII * < n), 
V nt=~,I tr i C,<n(l+8)trE 1 , t = 1, . . . . n, (3.8) s=l 
r-1 
x,,,-1 = c B’vn,t- I --ST t = 1, . . . . n. (3.9) 
s=O 
Then by (2.15) 
Pr{v,, = vt, t = 1, . . . . n, x,,,- 1 =X,- 1, t = 1, . . . . n} + 1. (3.10) 
By construction 4’ (Iv,~ 1) * < n( 1 + 0) tr E and 8’ I/x,,, - 1 II * < 00, t = 1, . . . . n. 
Then 
=$df i ~~,,-1~,,,-1~~11~,,112 ICI) 
1-l 
28 i x~,t-lxn,,-l splax 
~(IIVnsl12 I E-1) 
n I=1 ,...,n n 
= max ~uIvnsl12 I @LJ~ 
s= l....,n n n 
x i ‘i’ 6 tr B’&(v,,,-~- rVk,t-1-s I %-2-min,r,s,)(B’)” 
I=1 r.s=O 
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< max 411vnsl12 I C-1) 1 
- . 
s = l,...,n n n 
”  1-l 
x 1 c dtrB’&‘(II v,,+-Al2 I53-,-2)VV 
r=1 r=O 
< max ~mnsl12 I %-I) . s = l,...,n n 
X (1+6)trr+tr f: Bf-l~o(B’)‘-l 
C I=1 1 
+O (3.11) 
since max, = l,...,n b( I/u,, II 2 I .9-,- I)/n a 0. Then (3.6) follows. 
From (2.17) and (1.10) we have 
v,v;=i i (x~x;-xx,x;-lB’-Bx,x;~,+Bx,~,x;~,B’) 
f=l 
P, c. (3.12) 
From (3.6) and (1.10) we have 
v,x;mI =f i (x~x:-~ -Bx,-,x:-J& 0. (3.13) 
t=1 
If we add to (3.12) the result of multiplying (3.13) on the right by B’ and 
the transpose of that product, we obtain 
t,cl n,=, 
x,x:-B’ i x,-,x;-,B’A 72. (3.14) 
Furthermore, Lemma 1 implies l(xnl12/ n P, 0. Then (3.14) is equivalent to 
which implies (3.7). See Problem 27 of Chapter 5 of Anderson [l]. 1 
THEOREM 4. Let x1, x2, . . . be generated by (l.lO), where v,, v2, . . . is a 
sequence of random vectors. Let {e} be an increasing sequence of a-fields 
such that x, and v, are g-measurable. Suppose that the characteristic roots 
of B are less than 1 in absolute value, J?(v, ( 9$ _ 1) = 0 a.s., 
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&‘(v,v; 1 Kvl)=C, U.S., (2.15) holds with X constant, and (2.4) holds. 
Furthermore, suppose 
; i GOV, 
f = max(r,s) + 2 
where 6,, = 1 and 6, = 0 for r # s. Then 
- I-rC-.7 1 
r, s = 0, 1, . . . . (3.16) 
1 
J- ( 
-vet i x,-~v; 5 N(O,TZ@r). 
n 1=1 > 
(3.17) 
Proof In Corollary 1 we take z, = x,-,. We want to verify (2.25), 
(2.26), and (2.27); (2.4) is assumed. Since (2.4) implies (2.16), Lemma 2 
includes (3.7), which is equivalent to (2.25). Furthermore, (3.1) is equiv- 
alent to (2.26). 
Let vO=xO and v-i=vP2= ... =O. Then 
1 n =- 
4I 
X,0 5 B’vt-r-,v:-.-,(B’)” 




J&O f Brvt-r-,~:L,-l(B’)S (3.18) 
i-,s=O 1 
r+s>k 
for arbitrary k>O. The norm of the second term on the right-hand side of 
(3.18) is not greater than 
t,gl II&II f IIBrv~-,-~~:-,-~(B’)Jll 
r,s=O 
r+szk 
G sup ll~t1l ; i Ilvt-Al2 f IIB’II IIW 
I = l,...,n I=1 r,s=O 
r+s>k 
< sup JI&)I t i IIvr-,I12 f q2rpspAr+‘. 
t= 1,2,... 1=1 r,s=O 
r+s>k 
Condition (2.4) implies that 
(3.19) 
sup llC,llG sup tr&= sup b(llv,l121~j-l)~oo as. (3.20) 
f= 1,2,... ,= 1,2,... ,= 1,2,... 
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The sum on r and s on the right-hand side of (3.19) can be made arbitrarily 
small by making k sufficiently large. Thus (3.19) converges to 0 in 
probability as k + cc uniformly in n. Now 
4 n 1 i=l n &CO r,s=O 5 Brvt-,-i~:-,-l(B’)S 1 
r+s<k 
P, 720 2 B”E(B’)“. 
s=O 
It follows that 
Hence, (2.27) holds, and by Corollary 1 (3.17) follows. 1 
The least squares estimator of B is 







and the estimator of E is 
2°C; i (x,-B .x,-,)(x,--nx,-J 
1=I 
v,v;-&-B)f i x,-ix;-i&-B)‘. (3.24) 
I=1 
COROLLARY 2. Suppose the conditions of Theorem 4 hold and r is 
nonsingular. Then 
& vec(@, - B) 5 N(0, r-’ OX;), (3.25) 
and (2.21) holds. 
The conditions (3.16) in autoregression replace condition (2.3) in regres- 
sion; they imply (3.22) which is the analog of (2.3). The limit (3.22) is that 
vet Z=, and vet x,- I xi _ 1 are asymptotically uncorrelated. The condition 
holds identically in B; the conditions (3.16) are independent of B. The 
asymptotic uncorrelatedness of vet IS,, and vet x,- i xi+ follows from 
(3.16), which includes a condition of asymptotic uncorrelatedness of vet & 
and vecv,-,-,~:-~-,. 
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The limit (3.16) can be replaced by Z@TT,,; then I- is replaced by 
C,y#=, B’TJB’)“. However, this generality does not seem to be useful, 
since the T,,‘s cannot be consistently estimated. 
If E, + E a.s., (2.15) and (3.16) are satisfied. Theorem 4 holds under con- 
ditions that the characteristic roots of B are less than 1 in absolute value, 
&(v, 1 e;- r) =0 a.s., b(v,v: 1 e- 1) -+ C a.s., and (2.4); if I- is nonsingular, 
(3.25) and (2.1) hold. A special case is that of dv,v: = C. 
In Theorem 2 of Hannan and Heyde [7] the disturbances are martingale 
differences, but a common variance is assumed. Our probability limit (2.4) 
is weaker than their corresponding a.s. limit. Our condition (2.4) is weaker 
than their assumption of uniform integrability of order 4. They assume 
common mixed fourth-order moments and our (3.16) is replaced by a 
corresponding almost sure limit. Our theorem is a considerable improve- 
ment over theirs. 
A higher order autoregressive process can be reduced to the first-order 
process. Suppose vectors Xi, X,, . . . satisfy 
X,=B,X,-,+ ... +B,X,-,+V,, t = 1, 2, . . . . 
Define x: = (Xi, Xi- 1, . . . . Xi-,, 1), v; = (Vi, 0, . . . . 0), 
B= 
-B, B, B, ... B, 
I 0 0 ... 0 
0 I 0 ... 0 
. . . . . . . . . 
-0 0 0 ... 0 1 3 x, =
-52, 0 0 ... 0’ 
0 0 0 ... 0 
0 0 0 ‘.. 0 
. . . . . . . . . 
0 0 0 ..’ _ 0. 
(3.26) 
1 3 (3.27) 
where &(V, 1 8-r) =0 a.s., &(V,V: 1 eP r) =a, a.s., and {e} is an 
increasing a-field such that X, and V, are e-measurable. Then {x,} 
satisfies (1.10). 
THEOREM 5. Let [Xb, L , . . Xl ,,] =cp, (3.28) 
and let X,, X,, . . . be generated by (3.26). Let (z} be an increasing sequence 
of a-fields such that X, and V, are e-measurable. Suppose the roots of 
I~PI-~P--IBl- . . . -&I ~0 (3.29) 
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are less than 1 in absolute value, b(V, I &-l)=O a.s., b(V,V: I e--)=Q 
U.S.9 (l/n) c:= 1 a, 5 Q which is nonsingular and constant, 
; i (~,ov,-,-.v:-,-,)~ J,,(Q@Qn), 
1=max(r,s)+2 
and (2.4) holds with v, replaced by V,. Define the estimators 
@I,, fj2nY *.*> Bp,) 
= i x,(x:-,,x:-2 ,..., Tip,) 
1=1 
X 
- i x,-Ix:-I i x,-,x:-, ... i x,-,x:-,- 
f=l 1=1 I=1 
i Xt-2X;-I i x,-,x:-, *.. i x,-,x;-, 
f=l r=1 t=1 
i x,-,x:-, i x,4-, ... f x,-,x:-, 
.f=l 1=I t=1 
a.,=; i (X*-BJ-I- ... -@,,x,-p) 
1=1 





[Xi-,,X;-,,...,X:-,]a 'f B"C(B')"=I', (3.33) 
s=O 
say, where R 
[ 0 
0 .-. 0
0 ... I:= . . 3 . ;,.. 0 .Ifj (3.34) 
and 
& vet@,, - B l,...,Bp,-Bp)~N(O,r-'~n). (3.35) 
683/40/2-5 
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LEMMA 3. If Cl is nonsingular, r is nonsingular. 
Proof The proof is a vector generalization of the proof of Lemma 5.5.5 
of Anderson [ 11. 1 
4. ASYMPTOTIC DISTRIBUTIONS IN 
MIXED REGRESSION AND AUTOREGRESSION 
Now we consider the model 
x, = Bx,- 1 + AZ, + vt, t = 1, 2, . . . . (4.1) 
This model is analogous to the regression model (1.9) with z, replaced by 
(x;- ,, 2;)‘. The least squares estimator of (B, A) is 
,c, LIZ; 1 -l 7 i ’ zt t
f=l 
(4.2) 
and the estimator of E is 
en=; i (xt-~B,x,_,-~,z,)(x,--lB,x”~~-~,z,)’. (4.3) 
t=1 
THEOREM 6. Let x1, x1, . . . be generated by (4.1), and let z,, z2, . . . be a 
sequence of random variables (possibly degenerate). Let (e} be a sequence 
of increasing a-fields such that v, is ~-measurable and z, is ewl- 
measurable. Suppose the characteristic roots of B are less than 1 in absolute 
value, b(v, 1 e;--1) =0 a.s., b(v,v: 1 e-I) = E, a.s., and (2.4), (2.15), and 
(2.26) hold. Suppose 
~~~~z,+,z:~ M,,=Mlh, h = 0, 1, 2, . . . . (4.4) 
:::I z,+hv: 3 0, h = 1, 2, . . . . 
Define 
(4.5) 





where Q is the unique solution to 
Q - BQB’ = C + BLA’ + AL’B’ + AM, A’. 
Furthermore, if (2.27) and (3.16) hold and 
f i (Ct@V,-l-sZ;)~O, s=o, 1,2, . ..) 
r=l 
; i GOz~-1-,4-l-s) 
t=max(r,s)+2 








and (2.21) holds under the further assumption that the inverse matrix in 
(4.12) exists. 
Proof: Because the roots of B are less than 1 in absolute value, the sum 
in (4.6) converges (by use of the Caucy-Schwarz inequality). From (4.1) we 
obtain 
x,wl= f B’v,-~-~+ f BSAz,-l~,, (4.13) 
s=O s=o 
where vo=xo,v~1=v-2= . . . =O, and zo=zel= . . . =O. Then 
+; i f Bs(v,-,-.+Az,-,-,)z:. (4.14) 
r=1 s=k+l 
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We calculate by use of Lemma 5 in the Appendix 




Since 2 *= ilssp - i converges and x:= i I(z,I) */n -& tr M,, we can choose k 
suffrcien;ly”large to make the right-hand side of (4.15) arbitrarily small with 
arbitrarily high probability. Similarly, the other term in the second sum in 
(4.14) can be made small. Then 
; i i B+-i-,+Az,-i-.)z;A i B”AM-,,+,,. (4.16) 
1=l s=o s=O 
That leads to (4.7). 
From (4.1) we have 
:& it:, v,v;=- 1 [X,X;-Bx,-ix;-Az,x; 
-x,x;-~B’+Bx,-,x;-~B’ 
+Az,x;-,B’-x,z;A’+Bx,-,z;A’+Az,z:A’] 
JL z,, (4.17) 
-Bx,-ix;-,-A&-,I, (4.18) 
,,,;=; f: [x,z;-Bx,-,z;-Az,z:]-%k (4.19) 
If (4.18)& 0, then from (4.17), (4.18), and (4.19) we obtain 
t,g 
xix;-Bxt-ix;-iB’) 
x,x; - Bx,x;B’) + Bx,x;B’ - Bx,x&B’ 1 
P, I; + BLA’ + AL’B’ + AM0 A’. (4.20) 
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If (l/n) x;x, JL 0, then (4.8) follows from (4.20). Thus 
1 n 
- c (“;I) (x:-lA~ (; ML). n 1=1 0 
Now we consider 
(4.21) 
x(z:-l-s,v:-l-s I(;‘) WY]. (4.22) 
If the sums in (4.22) on r, s run from k + 1 to co, the trace converges to an 
arbitrarily small quantity by taking k sufftciently large. Then 




Lr.@ 2s B’AM,-,A’(B’)“+ f B’E(B’)” =J.Z@Q. (4.24) 
r.s=O s=o 1 
By similar means we can complete the proof of 
Theorem 1 can then be applied with z, in Theorem 1 replaced by 
(xi-i, z;)’ to obtain (4.12), and (2.21) follows. 
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1 B’vt-1-s +2 s;oB’Azt-~-. 
3=0 
t-1 
62 c 1 r+srp--l,F-l(q max (Iv,l/*+q* max 11~tl12), (4.26) 
,=O,l,.... n t= l.....n 
r,s=O 
which implies max,, ,,,,., n llxrll ‘/n a 0. 
Now we want to show that (4.18)a 0. From (4.13) we have 
+i $ ‘i2 BSAZ,-,-,v;. (4.27) 
t-1 s=o 
It was shown in Section 3 that the first term on the right-hand side of 
(4.27) converges to 0 in probability as n + co. Define v,~ by (3.8) and z,, 
by z,,=z,Z(1\z1112<n). Then 
Consider 
8 t $ ‘i* B” Az,,,-.-,vL~ 
II 
2 
r-1 s=o !I 
=-$ i ‘C’B” Az,,,-,~~ 
‘=I I( SE0 r( 
2 
avI,*v,, I %- 1) 
< 1 d max I/z,, II * ‘g’ tr A’(B’)’ B’A tr C,, 
n I= 1,...,n t=0 
40 (4.29) 
because max,= I ,,, n llz,,I( */n --% 0 and I(z,,I) * is bounded and Z, a C and , 3 
IJv,,,l)* is bounded. This proves (4.21) and the theorem. 1 
LEMMA 4. Zf assumptions of Theorem 6 hold and if C and M, are positive 
definite, then the right-hand side of (4.25) is positive definite. 
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Proof. 
(~‘3 d’) (; ; )( ‘,) 
0 
= plim f i (c’xl_ i + d’q)’ 
n-tog 1=1 
= plim 1 f [(c’v,- 1)2 + (c’Bx,-~ + c’ AZ,- I + d’z,)* 
n-co n r=l 
+ 2c’v,- ,(x:-,B’c + z:- ,A’c + zjd)] 
=c’zS+plim~ f: (c’B~~-~+c’Az,-,+d’z,)* 
n-m I=1 
>C'EC (4.30) 
by (4.5). If the left-hand side of (4.30) is 0, then c = 0 because YE is positive 
definite. Then the left-hand side is d’Mod = 0; since MO is positive definite, 
d=O. 1 
A special case of the mixed model is zI= 1. Define 6= A and 
p = (I-B)-’ 6. Then (4.1) is equivalent to 
xt-v==B(x,-,-c)+v,, (4.31) 
In this case (2.27), (4.4), and (4.5) are automatically satisfied, and (4.10) 
reduces to 
s=o, 1, . . . . (4.32) 
The matrices L and Q are 
L= f BSy=(I-B)-‘6, Q=r+(I-B)-%%‘(I-B’)-‘. (4.33) 
s=o 
In this case 
B i n= ( 1=1 




x c x,-Ix:-l-; 
t=1 




and fi, = (I - 8,) a,, which is approximately (l/n) C;=, x,. The limiting 
covariance matrix of $[( l/n) x7= 1 x,-p] is (1-B))’ lY+T(I-B’))i-T. 
The condition (4.5) suggests a kind of lack of correlation between z,+~ 
and v, which is plausible if {q} and {vt} are independent; that is, if the z,‘s 
are exogenous. 
APPENDIX 
LEMMA 5. For q a suitable constant l[B”// <qsPR”. 
ProoJ There exists a nonsingular matrix P such that B = P-‘HP, 
where H is block diagonal. Let the kth diagonal block be the, pk x pk 
matrix H, = &I + Lk, where & iS a characteristic rOOt Of B and Lk iS the 
pk x pk matrix with l’s on the diagonal directly below the main diagonal 
and O’s elsewhere. For s 3 p, 
,,H;I=l;i;l+i;l(S)L,+ ...+i;‘ni-l~(pk~l)Lr-‘il 
for a suitable constant qk. Since llBl[ < IIP-‘ll . JIHIJ . lIPI/, the lemma 
follows. 1 
Comments on Condition (2.4). A key assumption is (2.4); that is, given 
E > 0, 6 > 0 there exists a, such that for a > a, 
Pr( sup 6[v:v,Z(v:v, > a) ) %- 1] < .2} > 1 - 6. (A.21 
t= 1,2,... 
Let W,(a) = 8[vjvtZ(v;v, > a) ( et;- 1]. The above event for fixed a is 
(A.3) 
which is measurable. The random variable X,(a) = max,, ,,...,n W,(a) has 
the property 
Xn+l(a) = maxCX,(a), w,+ I(a)l. (A.4) 
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Note that for given e, X,(a) is nondecreasing in n. The event (A.3) is 
(A-5) 
Note that since X,+,(a) can be defined by (A.4), it is a one-dimensional 
variable; that is, the condition is a weak condition, not a strong condition. 
It is a condition on the cdfs of .X’,,(a). 
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